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Abstract� Covering is a well�known relationship in semantic and object�
oriented models that holds when a class is the union of a collection of
subclasses� Covering has been studied in the past only for entity classes�
In this paper� we study covering for properties� and we introduce a new
relationship� called property covering� Property covering holds when a
property is the union of a collection of subproperties� Property covering
allows to 	i
 partition a property into subproperties� 	ii
 express property
value re�nement� and 	iii
 express a particular form of negative informa�
tion� We demonstrate that property covering is a powerful conceptual
modeling mechanism� and we use it to provide a set of inference rules for
schema derivations�

� Introduction

Information systems should provide �i� powerful semantic constructs to ade�
quately represent real world situations at the schema level� and �ii� inference
mechanisms for schema derivations� These two components form the basis for
helping users determine their informational needs� by navigating through the
conceptual schema and by querying the structure of the data� Many user queries
seek knowledge from the conceptual schema and have little to do with the indi�
vidual objects stored in the database �	
��

Covering is a well�known relationship in semantic and object�oriented data
models that holds when a class is the union of a collection of subclasses �		� �� �
�� ��� However� covering has been studied only for entity classes� In this paper�
we investigate covering for properties� We introduce a new relationship among
properties� called property covering� Property covering holds when a property�
restricted to a given class� is the union of a collection of subproperties�

To get a feeling of property covering� refer to Figure 	� Assume that books are
classi�ed into humanities books� scienti�c books� and general�interest books� A
humanities author is one that has written humanities books �but may have also
written books other than humanities�� A sciences author is one that has written
sciences books� and a general�interest author is one that has written general�
interest books� Finally� a scholarly author is one that has written humanities or
scienti�c books� only� In the �gure� property 	 relates authors to the books they
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have written� property � relates humanities authors to the humanities books they
have written� property � relates sciences authors to the scienti�c books they have
written� and property � relates general�interest authors to the general�interest
books they have written�

Now� let a wrote b be an instance of property 	� meaning that author a wrote
book b� If the author a happens to be a scholarly author� then b will be either a
humanities book or a scienti�c book� It follows that a wrote b will be an instance
of property � or of property �� In this case� we say that property � and property
� cover property 	 on the class Scholarly author� Following a similar reasoning�
we can say that properties �� �� and � cover property 	 on the class Author�

Property covering� together with class disjointness� provides a powerful con�
ceptual modeling mechanism� To see this� refer to Figure 	� Assume that the
class Only sciences author has no explicitly declared property� but has been de�
clared as �i� subclass of Scholarly author and Sciences author� and �ii� disjoint
from Humanities author� We have seen that property � and property � cover

property 	 on the class Scholarly author� Let a be an only�sciences author and
let a wrote b be an instance of property 	� As a is also an instance of Scholarly
author� a wrote b should be an instance of property � or of property �� However�
as Only sciences author and Humanities author are disjoint� a wrote b cannot
be an instance of property �� Therefore� a wrote b is an instance of property ��
Therefore� property � covers property 	 on Only sciences author� This expresses
that every book written by an only�sciences author is a scienti�c book� providing
the end�user with more precise information about the semantics of the class Only
sciences author�

The operational context of our work is the Semantic Index System �SIS�
��� �� ��� Intended applications of SIS include models for descriptive sciences�
cultural documentation� thesauri� and other reference information and repository
indexes�



The main contribution of this paper is the introduction of a new and power�
ful semantic construct� called property covering� Property covering has multiple
applications� as it can be used to�
�i� partition a property into subproperties�
�ii� express property value re�nement and di�erentiate between possible class
semantics�
�iii� determine which subproperties of a property are inapplicable on a class�
�iv� express a particular form of negative information�
These claims are substantiated in the paper and further discussed in the con�
cluding section�

The rest of the paper is organized as follows� Section � describes real world
objects and their In and Isa relations� Section � contains the motivation and for�
mal de�nition of property covering� Section � de�nes inapplicable properties and
disjoint classes� and discusses how they contribute to the expression of negative
information� Section � presents a comprehensive example of property covering�
Section � contains related work and concluding remarks�

� In and Isa Relations

Real world objects are distinguished with respect to their nature into individ�
uals and arrows� An individual is a concrete or abstract object of independent
existence� such as the concrete object Camus� or the abstract object Author� An
arrow is a concrete or abstract property or binary relationship� from an object
o to an object o�� such as Camus wrote �The Plague� or Author wrote Book� The
object o is called the from object of the arrow� and the object o� is called the
to object of the arrow� In contrast to individuals� arrows do not exist indepen�
dently� their existence presumes the existence of the from and to objects� The
from object of an arrow a is denoted by from�a� and the to object by to�a���

The distinction of objects into individuals and arrows is based on their nature�
Objects are also distinguished with respect to their concreteness into tokens and
classes� A token is a concrete individual� such as Camus� or a concrete arrow�
such as Camus wrote �The Plague�� A class is an abstract individual or an
abstract arrow� in the sense that it refers collectively to a set of objects that
are considered similar in some respect� Examples of classes are the abstract
individual Author or the abstract arrow Author wrote Book�

Our distinction of objects into tokens and classes on one hand� and into
individuals and arrows on the other� follows the structural part of the knowledge
representation language Telos ����

� Albert Camus is a French author�
� We do not make the distinction between property and binary relationship� as our
approach is common to both� Thus� we use the term arrow to mean either a property
or a binary relationship�

� In the present work� we consider only arrows whose to objects are individuals� while
the from objects can be either individuals or arrows�



We assume that each object is de�ned by a set of constraints� called the real
world intension of the object� For a class c� the real world intension determines
the set of all objects to which c refers collectively� We call this set the real world
extension of c� We assume that the real world extension of an arrow class a is a
set of arrows from objects in the real world extension of from�a� to objects in
the real world extension of to�a��

The fragment of the real world mapped in an information base is delimited
by the needs of the user and by his imperfect knowledge of the real world� The
latter implies that not all objects of interest are represented in the information
base� We refer to the representation of the real world in the information base
as the model� Though a real world object and its representation in the model
are distinct� we will not di�erentiate between them in order to simplify our
presentation�

Real world objects are related through the IN and ISA relations�� The IN

relation expresses membership of an object in the real world extension of a
class� and the ISA relation expresses inclusion between real world extensions of
classes�

De�nition�� IN relation

If an object o belongs to the real world extension of a class c then we say that
o is an instance of c� and we denote it by IN�o� c�� An object can be instance of
zero� one� or more classes �multiple instantiation�� �
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Fig� �� Example of the IN and ISA relations

For example� in Figure ��a�� the individual token art collector X is instance
of the individual class Art collector� Additionally� the arrow token collects from
art collector X to art object Y is instance of the arrow class collects from the
individual class Art collector to the individual class Art object� Note that every
instance of an arrow class a is an arrow from an instance of from�a� to an
instance of to�a��

� Throughout the paper� we use the term relation with its mathematical meaning�



As we mentioned earlier� not all real world objects and relations are repre�
sented in the model� We denote by In� the subset of the real world relation IN

that is represented in the model� It follows that if In�o� c� holds then IN�o� c�
holds� whereas the converse is not always true�

De�nition�� ISA relation

Let o� o� be two classes� We distinguish two cases�
Case �� o and o� are individual classes�
We say that o is subclass of o�� denoted by ISA�o� o��� if it holds that� for any
individual x� if IN�x� o� then IN�x� o���
Case �� o and o� are arrow classes�
We say that o is subclass of o�� denoted by ISA�o� o��� if it holds that
�i� ISA�from�o�� from�o���� �ii� ISA�to�o�� to�o���� and �iii� for any arrow x� if
IN�x� o� then IN�x� o���
In all other cases� ISA is unde�ned�
A class can be subclass of zero� one� or more classes �multiple specialization�� �

For an example of ISA relation� refer to Figure ��b�� The arrow class collects
from Painting collector to Painting is subclass of the arrow class collects from
Art collector to Art object �meaning that every painting collected by a painting
collector is an art object collected by an art collector���

We de�ne two classes o� o� to be equivalent if it holds that ISA�o� o�� and
ISA�o�� o�� Roughly speaking� equivalent classes can be seen as di�erent ways of
looking at the same set of objects� In the remainder of the paper� we shall talk
of classes up to equivalence�

We denote by Isa� the subset of the real world relation ISA that is represented
in the model� It follows that if Isa�c� c�� holds then ISA�c� c�� holds� whereas the
converse is not always true�

We introduce a number of inference rules in the model� in order to re�ect
properties of real world relations� For example� ISA is transitive� Thus� we intro�
duce in the model an inference rule that re�ects ISA transitivity�
for all classes c�� c�� c�� Isa	c�� c�
 � Isa	c�� c�
 � Isa	c�� c�
�
This rule will allow us to derive Isa�c�� c�� from Isa�c�� c�� and Isa�c�� c���

The inference rules regarding Isa relations are called Isa Rules and are given
in the Appendix�

� Arrow Covering

The notion of covering is well�known in semantic and object�oriented data mod�
els� Roughly speaking� we say that a set of classes c�� ���� cn covers a class c if �i�
each of c�� ���� cn is subclass of c� and �ii� every instance of c is instance of at least
one of c�� ���� cn� For example� the classes Male and Female cover their superclass
Person� However� covering in the literature refers only to individual classes�

� Intuitively� arrow subclasses correspond to what we have called �subproperties in
the Introduction�



In this paper� we consider covering for arrow classes and we demonstrate that
it is a powerful conceptual modeling mechanism� Roughly� we say that a set of
arrow classes a�� ���� an covers an arrow class a on a class c� if the following hold�
�i� each of a�� ���� an is subclass of a� �ii� c is subclass of from�a�� and �iii� if x
is instance of a�� and from�x� is instance of c then x is instance of at least one
of a�� ���� an�
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For example� in Figure �� assume that the resorts of a country are classi�
�ed into mountain�resorts� lake�resorts� and sea�resorts� Then� the arrow classes
a�� a�� a� cover the arrow a� on Country� As inland countries do not have sea�
resorts� the arrow classes a� and a� cover a� on Inland country�
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Fig� �� Di�erentiation of class semantics through arrow covering

Arrow covering� in conjunction with Isa� can be used to di�erentiate between



possible class semantics� For example� in Figure ��a�� an instance o of Painting
collector acquires the property collects of Painting collector by being an instance
of the class� However� as o is also an instance of Art collector� it also acquires
the property collects of Art collector� This leads to two possible interpretations
of Painting collector�

Option �� A painting collector collects paintings but can also collect art objects
other than paintings�

Option �� A painting collector collects only paintings�

Arrow covering� together with Isa� can di�erentiate between Option 	 and
Option �� as follows� If we declare that collects of Painting collector is just
subclass of collects of Art collector� then the semantics of Painting collector is
as in Option 	� However� if we declare that collects of Painting collector covers
collects of Art collector on Painting collector then the semantics of Painting
collector will be as in Option ��

We now give the formal de�nition of the arrow covering relation�

De�nition�� ACOV relation

Let a����� an� a� be arrow classes and let c be a class� We say that the set
fa�� ���� ang covers a� on c� denoted by ACOV�fa�� ���� ang� a�� c�� if the following
hold�
�i� ISA�ai� a��� for all i � n�
�i� ISA�c� from�a���� and
�iii� for any arrow x� if IN�x� a�� and IN�from�x�� c� then � i � n such that
In�x� ai�� �

In order to simplify notation� we write ACOV�a� a�� c� instead of
ACOV�fag� a�� c��

We denote by Acov� the subset of the real world relation ACOV that is repre�
sented in the model� The inference rules regarding Acov relations are called Acov
Rules and are given in the Appendix� In section �� we will see a comprehensive
example of schema derivations using the Acov Rules�

��� Restriction Isa� A Special Form of Arrow Covering

A special case of arrow covering is of particular interest� It is the case where a
single arrow a covers an arrow a� on from�a�� This form of arrow covering is
called Restriction ISA� or RISA for short�

De�nition�� RISA relation

Let a� a� be two arrow classes� We say that a is a restriction subclass of a��
denoted by RISA�a� a��� if ACOV�a� a�� from�a�� holds� �

As the following proposition shows� the RISA relation can be seen as a
stronger form of ISA� which is de�ned for arrow classes and expresses property
value re�nement�



Proposition�� Let a� a� be two arrow classes� RISA�a� a�� holds i� the following
hold�
	i
 ISA�a� a��� and
	ii
 for any arrow x� if IN�x� a�� and IN�from�x�� from�a�� then IN�x� a�� �

For example� in Figure ��b�� assume that Painting collector has the semantics
of Option 	� whereas Only painting collector has the semantics of Option �� Then�
the property collects of Painting collector is just subclass of the property collects
of Art collector �denoted by a��� whereas the property collects of Only painting
collector �denoted by a� is restriction subclass of a�� Intuitively� a re�nes a�� as
every instance of a� whose from object is instance of Only painting collector
takes values in Painting�

We denote by Risa� the subset of the real world relation RISA that is rep�
resented in the model� Inference rules regarding Risa relations are called Risa
Rules and are given in the Appendix� The reader is referred to �	�� for further
results on the interaction between ACOV and RISA� and their role in a formal
treatment of inheritance�

� Inapplicable Arrows and Disjoint Classes

In this section� we de�ne inapplicable arrows and disjoint classes� Intuitively�
inapplicable arrows allow to express that no instance of a class can have a given
property�

De�nition	� Inapplicable arrow

Let a be an arrow class and let c be a subclass of from�a�� The arrow a is called
inapplicable on c� if there can be no instance of a whose from object is instance
of c�
An arrow a is called inapplicable� if a is inapplicable on from�a�� �

For example� the arrow �ying of class Bird is inapplicable on the subclass
Penguin�

We call empty class� denoted by �� the individual class whose real world
extension is the empty set� Obviously� this class is unique �up to equivalence��
Intuitively� the empty class corresponds to contradictory real world intensions�
By convention� we assume that an arrow a is inapplicable i� its to object is the
empty class� i�e�� i� to�a� � ��

The inference rules regarding inapplicable arrows are called Inapplicable Ar�
row Rules and are given in the Appendix�

Inapplicable arrows allow to express �negative� information� For example�
when we think of birds� we think of �ying as being their basic property� This is
so because �ying is true for all birds� but for a few exceptions� such as penguins�
Moreover� when we think of penguins� we think of non��ying as being their basic
property� We can represent this situation by declaring that �ying is inapplicable
on Penguin�

In general� to declare that a� is inapplicable on a subclass c of from�a��� we
do the following �see Figure ��a���
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	� we create an arrow a from c to � �inapplicable arrow�� and
�� we declare a to be restriction subclass of a��

For example� in order to declare that the arrow �ying of Bird �denote it by
a�� is inapplicable on Penguin� we �rst create an arrow a from Penguin to ��
and then declare Risa�a� a��� as shown in Figure ��b��

Two classes are called disjoint if they can never have instances in common�
i�e�� if their real world extensions are disjoint�

De�nition
� DISJ relation

Two classes c� c� are called disjoint� denoted by DISJ�c� c��� if there is no object
x such that IN�x� c� and IN�x� c��� �

We denote by Disj� the subset of the real world relation DISJ that is repre�
sented in the model� The inference rules regarding the Disj relation are called
Disj Rules and are given in the Appendix�

� A Comprehensive Example of Schema Derivations

In this section� we present a complex example �see Figure ��� illustrating the
various concepts presented in this paper�

Angiosperm is the category of �owering plants� Flowers are either fertile or
sterile� Fertile �owers are characterized as �i� male� if they have male components�
e�g� stamens� and �ii� female� if they have female components� e�g� ovaries� Female
�owers are either of a single sex �female�only �owers� or bisexual �both female
and male�� Similarly� male �owers are either of a single sex �male�only �owers�
or bisexual�

In Figure �	� the class Angiosperm refers to the angiosperm plants� The class
Angiosperm with only fertile �owers refers to the angiosperms that do not have
sterile �owers� The class Female angiosperm �resp�Male angiosperm� refers to the

	 The name of each of the arrows a�� ���� a� is has �owers�
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angiosperms that have female �resp� male� �owers� Note that an angiospermmay
have both female and male �owers� The class Angiosperm with female�only �ow�
ers �resp� Angiosperm with bisexual �owers� Angiosperm with male�only �owers�
refers to the angiosperms that have female�only �owers �resp� bisexual �owers�
male�only �owers�� The class Hermaphrodite refers to plants of species that have
bisexual �owers but not single�sex �owers �they may have sterile �owers�� The
class Hermaphrodite with only fertile �owers refers to hermaphrodite plants that
do not have sterile �owers�

In addition to the declarations shown in the �gure� assume that the user has
made the following declarations�

Isa Declarations

Isa	Sterile �ower� Flower
� Isa	Female �ower� Flower
�
Isa	Male �ower� Flower
� Isa	Female�only �ower� Female �ower
�

Isa	Bisexual �ower� Female �ower
� Isa	Bisexual �ower� Male �ower
�
Isa	Male�only �ower� Male �ower


Acov Declarations�



	� Acov�fa�� a�� a�g� a�� c��� expressing that all �owers of an angiosperm are
sterile� female� or male�

�� Acov�fa�� a�g� a�� c��� expressing that all female �owers of a female an�
giosperm are female�only or bisexual�

�� Acov�fa�� a�g� a�� c��� expressing that all male �owers of a male angiosperm
are male�only or bisexual�

Disj Declarations�

	� Disj�c� c��� expressing that a hermaphrodite plant does not have female�only
�owers�

�� Disj�c� c��� expressing that a hermaphrodite plant does not have male�only
�owers�

Using the inference rules of the Appendix� the following informative relations
can be derived�

Derived Relations�

	� Acov�fa�� a�� a�� a�g� a�� c��� expressing that all �owers of an angiosperm
plant are sterile� female�only� bisexual� or male�only� Intuitively� this follows
from Acov Declarations 	��� and ��

�� Acov�fa�� a�g� a
�� c��� expressing that all �owers of an angiosperm with only

fertile �owers are female or male� Intuitively� this follows from Acov Decla�
ration 	� and the fact that a� is inapplicable on c��

�� Acov�a�� a�� c�� expressing that all female �owers of a hermaphrodite plant
are bisexual� Intuitively� this follows from Acov Declaration �� and Disj

Declaration 	�
�� Acov�a�� a�� c�� expressing that all male �owers of a hermaphrodite plant are

bisexual� Intuitively� this follows from Acov Declaration � and Disj Decla�
ration ��

�� Acov�fa�� a�g� a�� c�� expressing that all �owers of a hermaphrodite plant
are sterile or bisexual� Intuitively� this follows from Acov Declaration 	 and
Derived Relations � and � above�

�� Acov�a�� a�� c
�� expressing that all �owers of a hermaphrodite plant with
only fertile �owers� are bisexual� Intuitively� this follows from Derived Rela�
tion �� and the facts that a� is inapplicable on c� and Isa�c
� c���

The formal derivations of the above relations are given in �	��

� Related Work and Concluding Remarks

Covering of an entity class c by a set of subclasses cs is explicitly supported in
many semantic and object�oriented data models ��� 		� � �� ��� In ���� covering
appears in the form of union types where pre�existing types are combined to
form a new �union� type� In �		� ��� a stronger form of covering is considered
where the classes in cs have to be disjoint� In ��� a more general form of covering



is proposed where the classes in cs are not necessarily subclasses of c� and c is
only a subset of the union of the classes in cs� There� a set of sound and complete
inference rules for covering is given� However� all of the above proposals consider
covering only for entity classes� whereas covering on properties has not been
studied before�

In this paper� we have introduced covering for property classes� through a
new semantic construct� called property covering� We have demonstrated the
expressive power of property covering by showing that�

	� It partitions a property into subproperties� thus providing �ner descriptions
at schema level �top�down�� Additionally� it helps to better organize available
schema information �bottom�up��

�� It expresses property value re�nement� through a special form that we have
called Risa� As we have seen in Section �� Risa and Isa can be used to
di�erentiate between possible class semantics�

�� It can determine which subproperties of a property are inapplicable on a
given class� For example� in Figure �� arrow covering tells us that the sub�
property sea resorts is inapplicable on Inland country� This knowledge pro�
vides �ner information on the semantics of Inland country�

�� It can express a particular form of negative information� For example� it
can express that penguins do not �y� This allows us to express exception
information explicitly� when such information is of interest�

Our conclusion is that arrow covering� together with disjointness and inappli�
cability� forms a powerful conceptual modeling mechanism� that merits further
investigation� Speci�cally� it would be interesting to investigate the interaction
between property covering and inheritance �	�� Another interesting research di�
rection would be to investigate the interaction between property covering and
property participation constraints �such as� total or optional properties�� For
example� in Figure �� property participation constraints could be used to derive
that a hermaphrodite plant necessarily has bisexual �owers� and possibly has
sterile �owers�
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APPENDIX� Inference Rules

We denote by I� A� C� AC the sets of individuals� arrows� classes� and arrow
classes� respectively�

ISA RULES

Rule �� � c � C� Isa	c� c


Rule �� � c�� c�� c� � C� Isa	c�� c�
 � Isa	c�� c�
 � Isa	c�� c�

Rule �� � c � IC� Isa	c��
 � c � �

ACOV RULES

Rule �� � a�� ���� an� a
� � AC� c � C Acov	fa�� ���� ang� a

�� c
 � �i � n� Isa	ai� a
�


Rule �� � a � AC� c � C� Acov	fag� a� c

Rule �� � a�� ���� an� a

� � AC� c � C

Acov	fa�� ���� ang� a
�

� c
 � 	Disj	from	an
� c
 � Disj	an� a
�

 � Acov	fa�� ���� an��g� a

�

� c


Rule �� � a�� ���� an� a
� � AC� c� c
 � C

Acov	fa�� ���� ang� a
�

� c
 � Isa	c
� c
 � Acov	fa�� ���� ang� a
�

� c





Rule �� � a�� ���� an� a
�� b�� ���� bm � AC� c � C

Acov	fa�� ���� ang� a
�

� c
 � Acov	fb�� ���� bmg� an� from	an



� Acov	fa�� ���� an��� b�� ���� bmg� a
�

� c


Rule �� � a�� ���� an� a
�� b�� ���� bm � AC� c � C

Acov	fa�� ���� ang� a
�

� c
 � Acov	fb�� ���� bmg� an� c
 � Acov	fa�� ���� an��� b�� ���� bmg� a
�

� c


Rule 	� � a�� ���� an� a
�� a � AC� c � C

Acov	fa�� ���� ang� a
�

� c
 � Isa	a� a�
 � Isa	c� from	a

 � 	�i � n� Isa	ai� a



� Acov	fa�� ���� ang� a� c


RISA RULES

Rule �� � a� a� � AC� Risa	a� a�
 � Isa	a� a�

Rule �� � a � AC� Risa	a� a

Rule �� � a�� a�� a� � AC� Risa	a�� a�
 � Risa	a�� a�
 � Risa	a�� a�

Rule �� � a�� a�� a� � AC�

Isa	a�� a�
 � Risa	a� � a�
 � Isa	from	a�
� from	a�

 � Isa	to	a�
� to	a�

� Isa	a�� a�


Rule �� � a�� a�� a� � AC� Isa	a�� a�
 � Isa	a�� a�
 � Risa	a�� a�
 � Risa	a�� a�

Rule �� � a� a� � AC� Risa	a� a�
� Acov	fag� a�� from	a



INAPPLICABLE ARROW RULES

Rule �� � a� a� � AC� to	a
 � �� Disj	a� a�


DISJ RULES

Rule �� � c
� c� c
� � C� Disj	c� c�
 � Isa	c
� c
 � Disj	c
� c

�

Rule �� � c� c� � IC� Disj	c� c�
 � Isa	c� c�
 � c � �
Rule �� � a� a� � AC� Disj	from	a
� from	a�

 � Disj	to	a
� to	a�

 � Disj	a� a�


This article was processed using the LaTEX macro package with LLNCS style


